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(57) A system for making available at an end-user a
media file, from a media provider comprising a media file
patch related to at least one object, the system compris-
ing: an encoding module at the media provider configured
for determining at least one representation which resem-
bles the media file patch, by comparing the media file
patch with representations of said at least one object,
and for including at least one identification corresponding
with said representation in a skeleton file; a storage me-

dium storing a dictionary including the representations
of the at least one object at of the end-user and an inter-
mediate node between the media provider and/or the
end-user; a decoding module configured for decoding
the skeleton file using the identification for looking up the
corresponding representation in the dictionary of the stor-
age medium and for rendering the media file patch based
on the looked-up corresponding representation.
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Description

Field of Invention

[0001] The field of the invention relates to media file
handling, and in particular to a system for making a media
file from a media provider available to an end-user con-
nected to the media provider through a communication
network; a media provider apparatus; a method for en-
coding a media file; a method for decoding an skeleton
file; a method for making a media file from a media pro-
vider available at an end-user; and a digital data storage
medium.

Background

[0002] More media, especially videos, get produced
and consumed everyday. This means more storage is
needed for the newly produced videos, and more band-
width to serve the consumers. Techniques have been
researched and implemented to overcome these difficul-
ties, by reducing storage demand and bandwidth require-
ments. Traditionally, video coding uses self-similarities
within a video to reduce its size; often, even only similar-
ities within a GOP-block (Group Of Pictures). Also, cach-
ing has been introduced, to redistribute the bandwidth
needs of specific media objects, hence with perfect self-
similarity. Other known techniques use HAS (HTTP
Adaptive Streaming).

Summary

[0003] The object of embodiments of the invention is
to provide media file handling with reduced bandwidth
requirements.
[0004] According to a first aspect of the invention, there
is provided a system for making a media file from a media
provider available at an end-user. The end-user may be
connected to the media provider through a communica-
tion network. The media file may comprising a media file
patch related to at least one object. A media file may
comprise one or more media file patches, representing
parts of the media file. The system comprises an encod-
ing module at the media provider. The encoding module
is configured for determining at least one representation
which resembles the media file patch. This determining
is done by comparing the media file patch with represen-
tations of said at least one object. Each representation
has an identification. The encoding module is further con-
figured for including at least one identification corre-
sponding with said at least one representation in a skel-
eton file. The system also comprises a storage medium,
on which is stored a dictionary that includes the repre-
sentations of the at least one object. The storage medium
may be situated at at least one of the end-user and an
intermediate node between the media provider and the
end-user, or even be distributed across multiple locations
including the end-user and/or intermediate nodes be-

tween the media provider and the end-user. The system
further also comprises a decoding module, which is con-
figured for decoding the skeleton file using the at least
one identification for looking up the at least one corre-
sponding representation in the dictionary of the storage
medium. The decoding module is further configured for
rendering the media file patch based on the looked-up
at least one corresponding representation. The decoding
module may be located at at least one of the end-user
and an intermediate node between the media provider
and the end-user.
In this manner, less overall bandwidth is required, since
representations are stored in storage media closer to the
end-user. Moreover, by efficiently utilizing the cross-sim-
ilarities across media files, the need for storage can be
reduced, and possible future upscaling can be achieved.
[0005] Embodiments of the invention are based inter
alia on the inventive insight that video coding techniques
that better exploit cross-similarities between media files
coupled with distributed and upgradable cached storage
of representations which resemble the media files can
realize the necessary reduction in storage demand and
bandwidth requirements.
[0006] According to an embodiment, the representa-
tions of the object comprise precaptured samples of the
object.
[0007] According to an embodiment, the encoding
module can be configured for computing at least one co-
efficient corresponding to the determined at least one
representation. The encoding module is further also con-
figured for including said computed at least one coeffi-
cient in the skeleton file. The decoding module can further
be configured for rendering the media file patch by ap-
proximating the looked-up at least one corresponding
representation using said at least one coefficient from
the skeleton file. Such coefficients may comprise one or
more interpolation coefficients when the approximating
comprises an interpolation operation, or one or more ex-
trapolation coefficients when the approximating compris-
es an extrapolation operation, or one or more distance
coefficients representing (optionally multidimensional)
sample distances if the approximating is done by using
one or more representations with gradient information to
perform the rendering, or any combinations thereof. Typ-
ically such gradient information will be stored along with
the representations in the dictionary. The skilled person
will understand that the coefficients discussed can be
used to approximate representations accordingly, and
that approximations may be more or less exact.
[0008] In this manner, by using stored representations
comprising precaptured samples of the object and trans-
mitted coefficients, the bandwidth requirements may be
reduced. If (by luck or deliberately) a media file (or a
media file patch) that is to be made available at an end-
user happens to be equal to one representation, which
therefore resembles the media file, it can be sufficient to
use only one coefficient, such as unity. However, in typ-
ical embodiments using interpolation at least two repre-
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sentations that resemble the media file (or a media file
patch) are determined by the encoding module and one
or more corresponding coefficients are used. Using gra-
dients, the gradients may be included along with the rep-
resentations, as indicated above, and the distance coef-
ficients may be included in the skeleton file. A different
representation (for a neighboring sample or for one far-
ther away) may then be predicted by multiplying the gra-
dient with the included distance coefficient. Alternatively,
it is also possible to not include distance coefficients in
the skeleton file, but to include the manifold location of
the encoded representation and to have the decoding
module calculate a distance coefficient.
[0009] According to another embodiment, each repre-
sentation comprises a model of the object associated
with a set of parameters. Said model may take the form
of a parametric model, wherein mathematical parame-
ters are used to define a form that the model should take.
[0010] In a further developed embodiment, the encod-
ing module may be configured for determining at least
one parameter for the model of the object, and for includ-
ing said determined at least one parameter in the skele-
ton file. The decoding module may then be further con-
figured for rendering the media file using the determined
at least one parameter from the skeleton file.
In this manner, the use of parametric models may help
to further reduce the storage requirements, since para-
metric models can be stored very efficiently.
Optionally, parametric models may be used together with
interpolated precaptured samples to benefit of the ad-
vantages of both.
[0011] According to a preferred embodiment, the en-
coding module may be configured for obtaining a differ-
ence between the media file patch and a representation
based on the determined at least one representation. The
encoding module may also be further configured for en-
coding the obtained difference as a residual, represent-
ing the obtained difference between the media file patch
and a representation based on the determined at least
one representation. The encoding module may further
also be configured for including the encoded residual in
the skeleton file. The decoding module may then be con-
figured for rendering the media file based on the encoded
residual.
In this manner, a more correctly approximating recon-
struction of the original media file patch is made possible.
[0012] According to possible embodiments, the stor-
age medium stores a dictionary that includes represen-
tations of the object at a higher resolution and/or at a
better quality level than was available when the media
file was originally created. In this manner, media files
may be output at a higher resolution or at an improved
quality level than was available when the media file was
originally captured, thereby allowing future-proof upscal-
ing.
[0013] According to another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a media provider apparatus comprising
an encoding module, which is configured for comparing

a media file patch with representations of said at least
one object. Each representation has an identification.
The encoding module is further configured for determin-
ing at least one representation which resembles the me-
dia file patch, and for including at least one identification
corresponding with said at least one determined repre-
sentation in a skeleton file. Furthermore, the media pro-
vider apparatus may comprise a transmission module
configured for transmitting the skeleton file through a
communication network to at least one of an end-user
and an intermediate node between the media provider
apparatus and the end-user.
[0014] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion, the media provider apparatus may be configured
such that each representation comprises a precaptured
sample of the object. According to other embodiments,
each representation may comprise a model of the object
associated with a set of parameters. In some embodi-
ments, each representation may even comprise a pre-
captured sample of the object as well as a model of the
object associated with a set of parameters.
In this manner, a reduction of the storage space needed
and the bandwidth required may be achieved compared
to previous approaches.
[0015] According to yet another embodiment, in the
media provider apparatus, the encoding module is further
configured for computing at least one coefficient corre-
sponding to the determined at least one representation,
and for including said computed at least one coefficient
in the skeleton file.
[0016] For embodiments of the invention where each
representation may comprise a model of the object as-
sociated with a set of parameters, the encoding module
in the media provider apparatus may further be config-
ured for determining at least one parameter for the model
of the object, and for including said determined at least
one parameter in the skeleton file.
[0017] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention, in the media provider apparatus, the encoding
module is further configured for obtaining a difference
between the media file patch and a representation based
on the determined at least one representation, for encod-
ing the obtained difference as a residual, and for including
the encoded residual in the skeleton file.
[0018] According to another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a encoding method for encoding a me-
dia file patch, which is related to at least one object, at a
media provider and for transmitting information to at least
one of an end-user and an intermediate node between
the media provider and the end-user. Said information
allows for the media file to be output at the end-user. Said
method comprises comparing the media file patch with
representations of said at least one object, each repre-
sentation having an identification. Said method also com-
prises determining at least one representation which re-
sembles the media file patch, and including at least one
identification corresponding with said at least one deter-
mined representation in a skeleton file. Furthermore, the
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method also comprises transmitting the skeleton file
through a communication network to at least one of an
end-user and an intermediate node between the media
provider and the end-user.
[0019] According to an embodiment of the encoding
method disclosed above, each representation may com-
prise a precaptured sample of the object. Moreover, in
some embodiments, the encoding method may further
comprise computing at least one coefficient correspond-
ing to the determined at least one representation, and
including said computed at least one coefficient in the
skeleton file. Such coefficients may comprise one or
more interpolation coefficients, or one or more extrapo-
lation coefficients, or one or more distance coefficients,
or any combinations thereof, as discussed above. The
skilled person will understand that the coefficients dis-
cussed can be used to approximate representations ac-
cordingly, and that approximations may be more or less
exact.
[0020] According to another embodiment, the encod-
ing method disclosed above may comprise obtaining a
difference between the media file patch and a represen-
tation based on the determined at least one representa-
tion. After obtaining the difference, it may be encoded as
a residual. The residual may then be included in the skel-
eton file.
[0021] According to another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a decoding method for decoding a skel-
eton file. Said method comprises receiving at an end-
user or at an intermediate node between a media provider
and the end-user a skeleton file. The skeleton file may
include at least one identification corresponding with at
least one representation of an object. Also, the method
comprises storing a dictionary including representations
of the object at at least one of an end-user and an inter-
mediate node between a media provider and the end-
user. Furthermore, the method comprises decoding the
skeleton file related to the object, by using the at least
one identification for looking up the at least one corre-
sponding representation in the dictionary. Finally, the
method may also comprise rendering the media file patch
based on the at least one corresponding representation.
If necessary, the media file may then be reconstructed
using the rendered media file patch or patches.
[0022] According to an embodiment of the decoding
method disclosed above, each representation may com-
prise a precaptured sample of the object. Moreover, in
some embodiments, the decoding method may further
comprise computing at least one coefficient correspond-
ing to the determined at least one representation, and
including said computed at least one coefficient in the
skeleton file.
[0023] In a preferred embodiment of the decoding
method disclosed above, the skeleton file further includes
a computed at least one coefficient and/or an encoded
residual. The provided method then further comprises
generating the media file patch by approximating the
looked-up at least one corresponding representation us-

ing the at least one coefficient from the skeleton file
and/or using the encoded residual.
In this manner, a more correctly approximating recon-
struction of the original media file patch is made possible.
[0024] According to embodiments of the encoding and
decoding methods disclosed above, each representation
comprises a model of the object associated with a set of
parameters. In some embodiments, the encoding meth-
od may then further comprise determining at least one
parameter for the model of the object, and including said
determined at least one parameter in the skeleton file. In
some typical embodiments of the decoding method dis-
closed above, wherein the skeleton file includes a deter-
mined at least one parameter, the method may further
comprise rendering the media file patch using the deter-
mined at least one parameter from the skeleton file.
[0025] According to another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a method for making a media file from
a media provider available at an end-user connected to
the media provider through a communication network
comprising embodiments of any encoding method dis-
closed above, and embodiments of any decoding method
disclosed.
[0026] Another aspect of the invention related to a dig-
ital data storage medium encoding a machine-executa-
ble program of instructions to perform any one of the
steps of the methods disclosed above.
[0027] According to another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a computer program product comprising
computer-executable instructions for performing any of
the methods disclosed above, when the program is run
on a computer.
[0028] Yet another aspect of the invention related to
an intermediate node of a communication network, be-
tween a media provider and an end-user, comprising a
storage medium storing a dictionary including represen-
tations of an object, said dictionary being suitable for use
with the method of any one of the previously discussed
embodiments.
[0029] The skilled person understands that the media
file referred to in the present application may contain one
or more media file patches. Further each media file patch
may be related to one or more objects. The media file
patches do not have to be adjacent portions with the
same size. E.g., a media file showing two persons ap-
pearing in front of a background may be split in three
media file patches: a 1st media file patch for the 1st per-
son, a 2nd media file patch for the 2nd person and a 3rd

media file patch for the background. Another way may
be to split the media file into two media file patches: a 1st

media file patch for both persons and a 2nd media file
patch for the background.

Brief description of the figures

[0030] The accompanying drawings are used to illus-
trate presently preferred non-limiting exemplary embod-
iments of devices of the present invention. The above
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and other advantages of the features and objects of the
invention will become more apparent and the invention
will be better understood from the following detailed de-
scription when read in conjunction with the accompany-
ing drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates schematically a prior art system
for making a media file from a media provider avail-
able to end-users.
Figure 2 illustrates schematically a system for mak-
ing a media file from a media provider available to
end-users, with the use of Content Delivery Network
caches.
Figure 3 illustrates schematically a system for mak-
ing a media file from a media provider available to
end-users, with the use of peer-to-peer strategies.
Figure 4 illustrates schematically the use of Scalable
Video Coding to offer content to consumers at sev-
eral different quality requirements and/or resolu-
tions.
Figure 5 illustrates schematically the use of appear-
ance models to encode an image media file patch.
Figure 6 illustrates schematically the use of para-
metric models to encode an image media file patch.
Figure 7 illustrates schematically an embodiment of
the invention of a system for making a media file from
a media provider available to end-users, wherein
cached dictionaries containing representations of
objects shown in media files to be transmitted are
used.
Figure 8 illustrates schematically a flowchart repre-
senting an embodiment of a method of the invention
for handling an image media file, with an encoder-
decoder configuration with patch registration, inter-
polation and residual encoding.
Figure 9 illustrates schematically another embodi-
ment of the invention of a system for making a media
file from a media provider available to an end-user.

Description of embodiments

[0031] Figure 1 illustrates schematically a system with
a media provider 101 and end-users 102 connected to
the media provider through a communication network
105 comprising intermediate network nodes 104. The il-
lustrated system is configured for media file transmission,
wherein two media files 103a-b are transmitted separate-
ly for every end-user or consumer 102 all the way from
the media provider 101. Due to high bandwidth require-
ments, a bandwidth bottleneck 110 occurs at a link near
the provider 101.
[0032] Figure 2 illustrates schematically a system with
a media provider 101 and end-users 102 connected to
the media provider through a communication network
105 comprising intermediate network nodes 104. The il-
lustrated system comprises Content Delivery Networks
111 (CDNs) to use caching to bring a once-produced
media file 103 closer to the many end-user consumers

102. That way, the media file 103 does not have to be
transmitted separately for every consumer 102 all the
way from the producer’s server 101 to the consumer’s
102 rendering device. This would pose a bandwidth bot-
tleneck at the producer’s side, as shown in Figure 1.
Caching tries to alleviate this problem by putting copies
103’ of the media file data that is in high demand at mul-
tiple servers close to the end-user. This may even happen
at multiple levels of such caches, creating a hierarchical
tree of synchronized copies. The consumer 102 will only
have to download from the nearest cache copy in the
hierarchy, reducing the need for bandwidth upstream.
This only works for popular media objects. The cache
copy is identical and only serves requests for that exact
media object. It does not help in reducing the overall
transmission bandwidth of other similar media objects.
For instance, if one person watches a full season of a
sitcom or if a sports fan watches all broadcasts of its
favorite team, current CDNs have no tools to exploit the
redundancy therein. Because media become more con-
sumer than producer driven (i.e. the channels no longer
define what the viewer watches, but the viewer gets to
decide what and when), distributed caching based on big
audiences becomes more and more irrelevant.
[0033] Figure 3 illustrates schematically a system with
a media provider 101 and end-users 113 connected to
the media provider through a communication network
105 comprising intermediate network nodes 104. The il-
lustrated system comprises the use of peer-to-peer strat-
egies to transmit (and distribute) media content 103 from
the media provider 101 to the end-users 113. In a way,
this represents maximally distributed caching, by not cre-
ating a hierarchical tree of caches as in Figure 2, but by
allowing every consumer or end-user 113 to act as server
or reproducer for a small subset 103’ of the (identical)
offered content. This way the bandwidth is distributed
over the whole of the well-connected network in a more
balanced way that doesn’t suffer from the inherent bot-
tlenecks of hierarchical caching strategies. This peer-to-
peer solution has theoretical benefits on the consumer-
producer level, but these benefits are difficult to realize
in practice. The nodes in the underlying physical network
are still hierarchically connected and are not peer-to-
peer. The physical layer is the heritage of the TELCOs
(Telecommunication Companies) and hence requires a
huge investment to change. This is probably not going
to change soon. However, this physical hierarchy differs
from the consumer-producer hierarchy, so peer-to-peer
solutions will solve the caching problem partially - at least
until they hit their ceiling.
[0034] Figure 4 schematically illustrates the use of
Scalable Video Coding to provide different resolution and
different quality requirements. A known solution for hav-
ing a video stream handle different resolutions or quality
requirements is having a codec that sends packets in a
layered approach. Each layer adds to the quality of the
user experience. Low-resolution devices may choose to
only receive packets from the base layers by dropping
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the high layer packets. As such, bandwidth is decreased.
High-resolution devices with enough bandwidth may re-
quest to receive all packets. Anyway, scalability is uni-
form over the whole video and is within the range between
the base layer and capture resolution. It is impossible to
obtain other, higher resolutions, unless encoding and
possibly capturing the content again.
[0035] Figure 5 illustrates schematically the use of ap-
pearance models to encode an image patch 523 as the
interpolation 520 of several suitable precaptured sam-
ples 524 stored in a dictionary 521. In Computer Vision,
appearance models are a way to capture an object’s dif-
ferent appearances 524 under various conditions. This
model is used for tracking, object detection, image clas-
sification and other Machine Learning problems. The ap-
pearance model comprises a dictionary 521 (stored on
some storage medium) of many possible renderings of
an object in different poses, different lighting conditions,
different deformations, etc... Such a database of exam-
ples is opposed to approaches that use a parametric ren-
dering model, like rigged meshes for representation of
3D obj ects (as illustrated in Figure 6) or parameterized
texture generators for iterative parts of an image like sea
waves, grass or foliage. Appearance models make sense
because the appearances of objects are limited, often
defining its identity. For instance, a face has eyes above
a nose on top of a mouth. A different configuration would
not be a face. Because the appearances occupy only a
subspace, they can be captured in a model. However
this subspace is continuous and dictionaries can not
comprise all possible appearances. They will form a dis-
cretized version of it, a set of samples of appearances.
These samples may be combined to interpolate the full
continuous appearance subspace. Because interpola-
tion techniques are limited (sometimes only linear com-
binations are regarded), the more samples the more ac-
curate representation is possible. Depending on the
available samples, it may be better to extrapolate from
some samples, or to consider the gradients of one or
more samples to predict neighboring samples. Because
the number of samples is exponential with the degrees
of freedom of the object (the samples lay in the product
space thereof), special care needs to be taken to choos-
ing what defines good objects for appearance models. A
human may have too many degrees of freedom (arms,
legs, fingers, face expression, etc) to capture every pos-
sible combination of poses. It may be good to split up the
object in its parts. A more elegant way is to build a hier-
archy of coarser sampled dictionaries for the whole of
the object plus finer sampling of the different subparts.
This way sampling density may be more balanced with-
out the exponential increase of storage (and for our use
case also transmission) size. The same is true for a ge-
neric-to-specific hierarchy (e.g. coarse sampling for any
face, finer for male/female, even finer for a specific per-
son). Recently, appearance models have been used to
improve coding of videos. Such algorithms do not only
scope the traditional P-frames for predicting the next, but

build a dictionary for a specific object over the full length
of the video. All samples in the dictionary may be used
for prediction. If the size of the dictionary can be kept
smaller than the size of the I-frames in MPEG-coding,
appearance based coding has an advantage over it. This
is the case for videos with high self-similarity over longer
periods than the GOP-size. However, such self-similarity
is rare.
[0036] Figure 6 illustrates schematically the use of par-
ametric models to encode a new image patch 623 from
a rigged mesh 621 and its rig parameters 622. As stated
above, appearance models form a complementary
school of thought opposed to parametric models. The
latter have all the same capabilities of rendering any ap-
pearance of an object under different conditions, but re-
quire a model of the generation process 620 to do so.
For instance, a human may be represented by a 3D mesh
with deformation information on how to adapt to different
poses of legs, arms, etc. Parametric models are more
flexible and need less memory. They also have some
disadvantages, though. For many objects, such a para-
metric model does not yet exist, and creating one requires
a lot of expert design. Therefore, parametric models are
less suited for handling a generic class of videos with
unknown objects. Also, retrieving interpolation parame-
ters for appearance models is a far easier computational
step than analyzing for the parameters of a rigged mesh.
In a time where everyone can produce videos, fast en-
coding is important. Also, rendering an appearance mod-
el requires some lookups and a simple interpolation,
while parametric models require mesh rendering, textur-
ing, shading, etc... Nevertheless, hybrid forms using rep-
resentations that combine appearance models with par-
ametric models are possible, and can lead to further re-
ductions in bandwidth requirements.
[0037] Figure 7 illustrates schematically a system ac-
cording to an aspect of the present invention, for making
a media file 703 from a media provider 701 available at
an end-user 702 connected to the media provider 701
through a communication network 705. The illustrated
system comprises an encoding module at the media pro-
vider 701, storage media storing dictionaries 730 distrib-
uted across several intermediate nodes 704 and some
end-users 702, and decoding modules at the end-users
702 or at the intermediate nodes 704. The media provider
or producer 701 creates one or more dictionaries 730
(full arrow) that may be shared among several media files
703a-b, such as video files (dotted arrows). Consumer
end-users 702 only have to download (part of) the dic-
tionary 730 once from a nearby cache at an intermediate
node 704 (or if necessary directly from the media provider
701 or from other end-users 702 in a peer-to-peer manner
as above) and may use it to decode multiple video files
703a-b.
[0038] Figure 8A illustrates schematically a flowchart
representing an embodiment of a method of the inven-
tion, for handling an image file 800. More specifically, an
encoder-decoder configuration is shown, wherein an en-
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coding method 810 and a decoding method 820 are com-
bined. In this embodiment, an image media file 800 is
first processed to detect 811 unencoded patches 801
(parts of an original media file) that are related to an ob-
ject, and to determine 812 the patch location and the
patch size, which may be transmitted 832 to an end-user
or an intermediate node. To encode the media file patch
802, here the patch containing a person’s face, the media
file patch is compared with representations of one or
more relevant objects, here one or more faces of a person
803. Each such representation is associated with an
identification. Next, it is determined 813,814 which rep-
resentation or representations resemble the media file
patch.
[0039] These steps may comprise an optimization
process, wherein the likeness of the media file patch re-
lated to at least one object and possible representations
of said object may be optimized (maximally or sufficiently)
to determine at least one suitable representation 804. In
the case of encoding a media file patch containing a per-
son’s face when there are no (or insufficient) dictionaries
available containing relevant and/or compatible repre-
sentations, there are several options: a generic face dic-
tionary can be used, optionally even adding samples of
the current face; or a new specific dictionary can be cre-
ated when encoding the person’s face. The decision can
be taken based on which option provides the most infor-
mation gain, so as to have future media encoding benefit
from the available dictionaries. Adding to existing diction-
aries or creating new dictionaries can also be done in-
dependently of said insufficient availability.
[0040] Then, at least one identification corresponding
with said at least one determined representation 804 may
be included in a skeleton file that can be transmitted
833,834 through a communication network to an end-
user or to an intermediate node, where the skeleton file
may be decoded. In this embodiment, each representa-
tion 803 comprises a precaptured sample of the object,
preferably under many different conditions. Also, in this
embodiment one or more coefficients comprising inter-
polation coefficients 805 are computed 815 correspond-
ing to the determined representations 804, and included
in the skeleton file 835. After the computation, an inter-
polation 816 using the computed coefficients 805 is made
to obtain a difference 807 between the interpolation 806
and the actual image file 802. This difference 807 is then
encoded 817 as a residual, which may also be transmit-
ted 837 (in the skeleton file, or separately) through the
communication network to the end-user or intermediate
node.
[0041] To decode the skeleton file, with the goal of re-
constructing the media file, the end-user or an interme-
diate node may receive the skeleton file, which includes
at least one identification corresponding with at least one
representation of an object. By having a stored dictionary
823a (or loading a dictionary 823b if none is available)
including representations 803 of the object at the end-
user or at the intermediate node (or distributed amongst

them), the skeleton file can be decoded or read by using
the included identification 833,834 for looking up 824 the
corresponding representation or representations 804 of
the object in the dictionary 803. Using the corresponding
representations 804, the media file patch may then be
rendered. This process of finding appearance models
corresponds to techniques known in the prior art, like the
one used in Figure 5. In this embodiment, the represen-
tations comprise precaptured samples of the object 804,
which can be interpolated 826 with interpolation coeffi-
cients 805 included in the skeleton file 835. After the in-
terpolation, an encoded residual included in the skeleton
file 837 (or received separately) may be decoded and
added 827 to the interpolation 806 to generate the media
file patch 802. To ensure that the entire media file 800 is
correctly reconstructed, in this embodiment there may
also be received 832 a patch location and a patch size
that correspond to the decoded media file patch 802,
allowing the decoding method to register 822 the media
file patch 801 at the correct location and at the correct
size on a full image media file 800.
[0042] In this embodiment, extra functionality is added,
such as the calculation 817 and addition 827 of an image
difference encoded as a residual. Also, there is provided
a partitioning 811 of the image 800 in image patches 801
that better correspond with stored representations 803
of objects shown on the image patch 802 and a detection
812 and registration 822 of patch location and patch size
on the full image 800. In this manner, a larger image is
partitioned into smaller patches, and the encoding and
decoding methods shown here act on the media file
patches rather than the entire image media files.
[0043] Figure 8B illustrates schematically a flowchart
representing an embodiment of a method of the inven-
tion, for handling an image media file (in this example
the entire image media file constitutes one patch - the
skilled person will appreciate that a media file may com-
prise one or more patches). More specifically, an encod-
er-decoder configuration is shown, wherein an encoding
method 850 and a decoding method 860 are combined.
In this embodiment, a representation is determined for
an image media file, by comparing the image media file
with possible representations of the object. Each such
representation is associated with an identification. Next,
it is determined 851 which representation or representa-
tions resemble the media file. These steps may comprise
an optimization process, wherein the likeness of the me-
dia file related to an object and possible representations
of said object may be optimized (maximally or sufficiently)
to determine at least one suitable representation. Then,
at least one identification corresponding with said at least
one determined representation may be included in a skel-
eton file that can be transmitted 871 through a commu-
nication network to an end-user or to an intermediate
node, where the skeleton file may be decoded. In this
embodiment, each representation comprises a model of
the object shown on the image media file, associated
with a set of parameters. Also, in this embodiment one
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or more parameter values are determined by fitting the
model 852 to the media file. The parameters may be in-
cluded in the skeleton file 872. After the fitting 852, the
parameters may be used to generate 853 an image of
the object, and a difference may be obtained 854 be-
tween the generated image and the actual image file.
This difference is also encoded 854 as a residual, which
may also be transmitted 874 (in the skeleton file, or sep-
arately) through the communication network to the end-
user or intermediate node.
[0044] To decode the skeleton file, with the goal of re-
constructing the media file, the end-user or an interme-
diate node may receive the skeleton file, which includes
at least one identification corresponding with at least one
representation of an object, as well as a set of parame-
ters. Having one or more representations of the object
comprising a parametric model in a dictionary stored at
the end-user or at the intermediate node (or distributed
amongst them), the skeleton file can be decoded or read
by using the included identification 871 for looking up 861
the corresponding parametric model(s) of the object in
the dictionary. Using the corresponding parametric mod-
el(s) and the set of parameters, the media file may then
be generated, using techniques known from the prior art,
like the process shown in Figure 6, where a parametric
model 621 with associated parameter values 622 can be
combined 620 to generate an image media file 623. In
this embodiment, the representations comprise paramet-
ric models, for which values of the parameters included
in the skeleton file 872 may be used to generate a media
file 863. After the generating 863, an encoded residual
included 874 in the skeleton file (or received separately)
may be decoded and added 864 to the generated media
file to better reconstruct the original media file.
[0045] Figure 9 illustrates schematically a system for
making a media file, related to an object, from a media
provider 901 available at an end-user 902 connected to
the media provider 901 through a communication net-
work 905. At the media provider 901, there are provided
an encoding module 941 for encoding a media file and
generating a skeleton file, and a transmission module
942 for transmitting the skeleton file to the end-user 902.
The encoding module 941 is linked to a storage medium
920a containing a dictionary 930a including representa-
tions related to the object. At the end-user 902, there are
provided a receiving module 944 for receiving the skel-
eton file from the media provider 901, and a decoding
module 943 for decoding the skeleton file to regenerate
the media file. The decoding module 943 is linked to a
storage medium 920b containing a dictionary 930b in-
cluding representations related to the object. In this em-
bodiment, there are provided two physically separate
storage media 920a-b containing two instances of the
dictionary 930a-b, wherein both instances have been
downloaded from the same intermediate node 904, func-
tioning as a cache for the specific dictionary 930, but the
skilled person will understand that other shared or dis-
tributed configurations of storage media and dictionaries

may be implemented as well.
[0046] Embodiments of the invention applied to video
transmission address cross-similar media like news pro-
grams with recurring anchors, sports game broadcasts,
sitcoms with recurring cast and sets, but also nature doc-
umentaries and other content that follows a specific ob-
ject for longer periods than prediction scopes of current
coding methods, and where the similarity is not across
media, but across larger portions of a single media file.
Cross-media similarities are more complex than simple
pixel-to-pixel or other local comparisons. When embod-
iments of the invention are exploited fully, i.e. when cross-
similarity is in the scope for every possible object, they
may even serve any type of video.
[0047] Embodiments with appearance models can
capture the commonalities between multiple videos
about similar subjects and store them in dictionaries
close to the user. These cross-similarities, which com-
prise the biggest part of the video stream, only have to
be sent once to serve multiple video files. The same ap-
plies for parametric models and hybrid models.
[0048] In embodiments the chances of finding self-sim-
ilarities/redundancies within videos may increase when
the prediction scope is broadened further and multiple
videos about the same objects are considered. E.g. a
common dictionary for the appearances of a news an-
chor’s face may serve several years of news broadcasts.
Such a dictionary may be too big of overhead for one-
time appearance based coding, but it will probably not
be too big for the 365 broadcasts in a year. If the con-
sumer can efficiently access the dictionary, for instance
from a cache as close as on his own rendering device
(TV, laptop, phone, ...), bandwidth for transmission will
be heavily reduced. This is the first time caching can be
taken so close to the user and still make sense.
[0049] In embodiments a video object is no longer cen-
tralized in one file (or copies of it), but distributed over a
file and several appearance dictionary databases con-
taining precaptured samples of objects, and/or several
dictionary databases containing models of objects asso-
ciated with sets of parameters. The dictionaries may then
comprise the recurring objects and the file may encode
which dictionaries are to be loaded and which samples
and interpolation coefficients or which models and which
parameters or some combination thereof are required for
prediction of each frame. The file may also encode a
residual, like known prediction based coding techniques.
[0050] Note that dictionaries do not have to be loaded
as a whole, but only subsets may have to be required.
Encoding a file may be done in such a way that the subset
is as small as possible, but when different subsets of a
dictionary are often accessed, it may be worthwhile to
load the whole object’s dictionary once.
[0051] The amount of produced videos increases way
more than linearly over the years, so keeping caches for
every individual file will eventually not scale. The amount
of different objects grows much slower. New actors ap-
pear and some new objects get invented, cityscapes
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change as do fashion trends, but this happens all at a
much slower rate than the production of media content.
Exploiting redundancies at this rate will scale for much
longer than single media object redundancies. It will be
possible to reuse dictionaries for many files. The number
and size of dictionaries will (ideally) even be independent
of the amount of produced media content. Embodiments
of the invention can solve this problem.
[0052] Embodiments of the invention allow for coping
with the range from having few learned dictionaries in
the beginning to having a dictionary for every possible
object. At the start, embodiments may only be able to
encode files with high cross-similarities, but as more and
more object appearances get learned, eventually content
of all types benefits from the invention.
[0053] The advantages of embodiments of the inven-
tion will not only affect transmission, but also storage.
Traditional caching only increases the memory storage
demand by keeping copies of every file. Decentralizing
storage (for instance using peer-to-peer technologies)
cures the symptoms, but not the disease. Overall, with
prior art solutions the total storage will remain the same,
and at some point reaches its limit. Embodiments of the
invention allow decreasing the total memory require-
ment, resulting in lower storage costs and a reduced car-
bon footprint.
[0054] Preferable embodiments of the invention have
even more advantages. They allow scalable coding in
resolution terms as well. The same interpolation coeffi-
cients or model parameters may be used in combination
with a higher resolution version of the dictionaries to cre-
ate a higher resolution rendering. In the future, rendering
for higher resolution displays, or rendering for other types
of displays like 3D-screens or holographic displays re-
quires updating of the dictionary files, not of the content-
specific files. This means that rendering becomes less
dependent of the capture device. Content captured with
a simple webcam may be rendered in HD or even in 3D
if the objects in the content have such dictionaries
(learned from other capture sources). Resolution scala-
bility is also possible in another way. Having more accu-
rate interpolation models or even just incorporating more
samples in the interpolation function will result in a better,
higher resolution representation, even from the same dic-
tionary. An analogous benefit exists for parametric mod-
els and for hybrids thereof. Moreover, the required res-
olution for each object may be chosen separately and
hence a limited bandwidth budget may be divided over
salient and less relevant objects in a sensible manner.
[0055] A first embodiment describes how a media pro-
vider such as a sports broadcaster may use an embod-
iment of the invention to ensure lower bandwidth, lower
storage requirements, scalable coding and guarantee fu-
ture-proof encoding of old content, when new technolo-
gies emerge, without recapturing (which is impossible for
sports games anyway). Let’s consider soccer games.
From a large set of available content, the broadcaster
builds various dictionaries:

• a coarse generic human appearance model captur-
ing the various poses of soccer players and different
postures

• team-specific shirt samples from every angle, with
different lighting conditions

• a generic head-model with enough samples to model
different faces of players, different hairdo’s, etc

• samples of small patches of different grass textures
in different shades of green, some with line markings
in different orientations

• samples of patches to create the audience
• stadium-specific samples
• a dictionary with patches to build the advertisement

billboards

[0056] In an embodiment, the sample dictionaries may
be built by a clustering algorithm that ensures samples
optimally discretize the object’s appearance subspace.
Samples should not look alike and all parts of the sub-
space should be sampled. Also, heavily frequented parts
of the subspace may be sampled more densely for more
accuracy. Algorithms for clustering samples in such sub-
spaces include k-means clustering, hierarchical cluster-
ing or Gaussian Multivariate Models. High-dimensional
subspaces may need some dimensionality reduction like
Principal Component Analysis, Independent Component
Analysis, Latent Semantic Analysis, or frequency trans-
forms like Haar, Wavelet or Fourier transforms.
[0057] Embodiments may select a sparse set for inter-
polation and compute the interpolation coefficients,
which is known as manifold learning. It may be done using
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithms, Locally Linear Embed-
ding, Gaussian Process Latent Variable Models, Multi-
dimensional Scaling, Isomaps or Sparse Coding. The
choice of the algorithm will depend on a good balance
between speed and accuracy. Note that most encoding
techniques of finding the coefficients are independent of
decoding, so encoders having enough resources to do
the more accurate Sparse Coding, produce files that may
as easily be decoded by any device as a simpler encod-
ing.
[0058] During each soccer match the broadcaster en-
codes a new skeleton file. In view of the use of different
dictionaries, the file may include a header telling which
dictionaries will be used for this specific game. An en-
coding module, here comprising a computer vision algo-
rithm, determines which samples of which dictionary de-
scribe best each part of the camera feed, and includes
IDs corresponding to those dictionaries and indices of
those samples in the skeleton file, in much the same way
as (part of) the encoding method shown in Figure 8A.
Field texture is best encoded using the field dictionary.
Any other dictionary would yield a larger residual. Note
that if the object is to guide prediction, it does not really
matter if the patch actually is part of the soccer field. It is
just well described that way. The encoding module also
computes the interpolation coefficients that best match
the patch, or match it sufficiently well if it is deemed un-
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necessary to find the best match. This is done for every
part of the image, for every frame of the stream. Also, for
every frame the residual difference between the predict-
ed frame and the actual camera input is obtained and
encoded. The resulting skeleton file then comprises a
header, a concatenation of dictionary IDs, a set of sample
indices and interpolation coefficients per patch and re-
sidual frames.
[0059] To decode such a stream, the consumer needs
access to the dictionaries indicated by the header of the
skeleton file. The consumer’s device will know (or ask
some online authority) which mirrors or caches are clos-
est, from which to download the required dictionaries.
The consumer’s device may discover that the user con-
sequently watches all games of a specific team and may
decide to cache the corresponding shirt models and sta-
dium-specific samples (and even the human pose model)
locally on the device. If multiple versions of dictionaries
exist, e.g. a low-resolution and a hi-resolution one, the
device may determine the version that meets its needs.
For every patch media file in the stream, the decoder will
select the indicated set of samples from the indicated
dictionary, use the coefficients to interpolate between
them and decode and add the residual, in much the same
way as (part of) the decoding method shown in Figure 8A.
[0060] If the sports broadcaster later on discovers a
way to capture the players in 3D, it may build such a
dictionary for the players and users may view the same
old sports content, but now on a 3D screen. The broad-
caster also has the liberty to put different advertisement
dictionary IDs in the headers of the skeleton file for dif-
ferent audiences or keep the advertisement dictionary
up to date, without having to re-encode the whole stream.
[0061] Other embodiments require other dictionaries.
A sitcom may require a dictionary for the face of each
recurring cast member under different expressions, a dic-
tionary that describes the set background (from a limited
set of viewpoints and almost constant lighting). Other ob-
jects will only appear in one episode and the overhead
of building a separate dictionary is too large. That may
of course already have been done before for serving all
sorts of other videos. It is nevertheless still possible to
encode such parts with traditional predictive encoding;
since they will only account for a small part of the video,
they will not contribute too much to the size of the file.
[0062] As a third embodiment, a nature documentary
needs dictionaries for different animals and plants and
sceneries. The dictionary for the subject of the documen-
tary, often the animal, will need dense sampling, maybe
hierarchical from body to subparts, while the plants are
less relevant and may be approximated more easily by
using fewer samples. Note that especially in nature doc-
umentaries, the generic-to-specific hierarchy in diction-
aries may be exploited: a cat looks a lot like a tiger. The
common parts may be encoded in a common feline dic-
tionary, while the class specific parts may be encoded in
a specific cat and a specific tiger dictionary. This way the
number of samples, and hence storage and transmission

requirements, may be reduced.
[0063] A person of skill in the art would readily recog-
nize that steps of various above-described methods can
be performed by programmed computers. Herein, some
embodiments are also intended to cover program storage
devices, e.g., digital data storage media, which are ma-
chine or computer readable and encode machine-exe-
cutable or computer-executable programs of instruc-
tions, wherein said instructions perform some or all of
the steps of said above-described methods. The program
storage devices may be, e.g., digital memories, magnetic
storage media such as a magnetic disks and magnetic
tapes, hard drives, or optically readable digital data stor-
age media. The embodiments are also intended to cover
computers programmed to perform said steps of the
above-described methods.
[0064] The functions of the various elements shown in
the figures, including any functional blocks labelled as
"processors" or "modules", may be provided through the
use of dedicated hardware as well as hardware capable
of executing software in association with appropriate soft-
ware. When provided by a processor, the functions may
be provided by a single dedicated processor, by a single
shared processor, or by a plurality of individual proces-
sors, some of which may be shared. Moreover, explicit
use of the term "processor" or "module" should not be
construed to refer exclusively to hardware capable of ex-
ecuting software, and may implicitly include, without lim-
itation, digital signal processor (DSP) hardware, network
processor, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC),
field programmable gate array (FPGA), read only mem-
ory (ROM) for storing software, random access memory
(RAM), and non volatile storage. Other hardware, con-
ventional and/or custom, may also be included. Similarly,
any switches shown in the FIGS. are conceptual only.
Their function may be carried out through the operation
of program logic, through dedicated logic, through the
interaction of program control and dedicated logic, or
even manually, the particular technique being selectable
by the implementer as more specifically understood from
the context.
[0065] It should be appreciated by those skilled in the
art that any block diagrams herein represent conceptual
views of illustrative circuitry embodying the principles of
the invention. Similarly, it will be appreciated that any
flow charts, flow diagrams, state transition diagrams,
pseudo code, and the like represent various processes
which may be substantially represented in computer
readable medium and so executed by a computer or proc-
essor, whether or not such computer or processor is ex-
plicitly shown.
[0066] Whilst the principles of the invention have been
set out above in connection with specific embodiments,
it is to be understood that this description is merely made
by way of example and not as a limitation of the scope
of protection which is determined by the appended
claims.
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Claims

1. A system for making a media file from a media pro-
vider available at an end-user connected to the me-
dia provider through a communication network, said
media file comprising a media file patch related to at
least one object, the system comprising:

- an encoding module at the media provider con-
figured for:

- determining at least one representation
which resembles the media file patch, by
comparing the media file patch with repre-
sentations of said at least one object, each
representation having an identification; and
for
- including at least one identification corre-
sponding with said at least one representa-
tion in a skeleton file;

- a storage medium storing a dictionary including
the representations of the at least one object at
at least one of the end-user and an intermediate
node between the media provider and the end-
user;
- a decoding module configured for:

- decoding the skeleton file using the at least
one identification for looking up the at least
one corresponding representation in the
dictionary of the storage medium; and for
- rendering the media file patch based on
the looked-up at least one corresponding
representation;

said decoding module being located at at least
one of the end-user and an intermediate node
between the media provider and the end-user.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein each representation
comprises a precaptured sample of the obj ect.

3. The system of claim 1 or 2, wherein

- the encoding module is further configured for:

- computing at least one coefficient corre-
sponding to the determined at least one rep-
resentation; and for
- including said computed at least one co-
efficient in the skeleton file; and

- the decoding module is further configured for:
- rendering the media file patch by approximat-
ing the looked-up at least one corresponding
representation using said at least one coefficient
from the skeleton file; and

wherein said at least one coefficient comprises one
or more of the following:

- one or more interpolation coefficients;
- one or more extrapolation coefficients; and
- one or more distance coefficients.

4. The system of any of the claims 1-3, wherein each
representation comprises a model of the object as-
sociated with a set of parameters.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein

- the encoding module is further configured for:

- determining at least one parameter for the
model of the object; and for
- including said determined at least one pa-
rameter in the skeleton file; and

- the decoding module is further configured for:

- rendering the media file patch using the
determined at least one parameter from the
skeleton file.

6. The system of any of the previous claims, wherein

- the encoding module is further configured for:

- obtaining a difference between the media
file patch and a representation based on the
determined at least one representation; for
- encoding the obtained difference as a re-
sidual; and for
- including the encoded residual in the skel-
eton file; and

- the decoding module is further configured for:

- rendering the media file patch using the
encoded residual.

7. A media provider apparatus comprising:

- an encoding module configured for:

- determining at least one representation
which resembles a media file patch, by com-
paring the media file patch with representa-
tions of said at least one object, each rep-
resentation having an identification; and for
- including at least one identification corre-
sponding with said at least one determined
representation in a skeleton file; and

- a transmission module configured for:
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- transmitting the skeleton file through a
communication network to at least one of
an end-user and an intermediate node be-
tween the media provider apparatus and the
end-user.

8. A method for encoding a media file patch, related to
at least one object, at a media provider and for trans-
mitting information to at least one of an end-user and
an intermediate node between the media provider
and the end-user, said information allowing for the
media file patch to be output at the end-user, said
method comprising:

- determining at least one representation which
resembles the media file patch by comparing
the media file with representations of said at
least one object, each representation having an
identification;
- including at least one identification correspond-
ing with said at least one determined represen-
tation in a skeleton file; and
- transmitting the skeleton file through a com-
munication network to at least one of an end-
user and an intermediate node between the me-
dia provider and the end-user.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein each representation
comprises a precaptured sample of the obj ect.

10. The method of claims 8 or 9, further comprising:

- computing at least one coefficient correspond-
ing to the determined at least one representa-
tion; and
- including said computed at least one coefficient
in the skeleton file;

wherein said at least one coefficient comprises one
or more of the following:

- one or more interpolation coefficients;
- one or more extrapolation coefficients; and
- one or more distance coefficients.

11. The method of any one of the claims 8-10, further
comprising:

- obtaining a difference between the media file
and a representation based on the determined
at least one representation;
- encoding the obtained difference as a residual;
and
- including the encoded residual in the skeleton
file.

12. A method for decoding a skeleton file, said method
comprising:

- receiving at an end-user or at an intermediate
node between a media provider and the end-
user a skeleton file including at least one iden-
tification corresponding with at least one repre-
sentation of an object;
- storing a dictionary including representations
of the obj ect at at least one of an end-user and
an intermediate node between a media provider
and the end-user;
- decoding the skeleton file using the at least
one identification for looking up the at least one
corresponding representation in the dictionary;
and
- rendering the media file patch based on the at
least one corresponding representation.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the skeleton file
includes a computed at least one coefficient and/or
an encoded residual, further comprising:

- rendering the media file patch by approximat-
ing the looked-up at least one corresponding
representation using the at least one coefficient
from the skeleton file and/or using the encoded
residual.

14. A method for making a media file from a media pro-
vider available at an end-user connected to the me-
dia provider through a communication network com-
prising the method of any one of claims 8-11 and the
method of any one of claims 12-13.

15. A digital data storage medium encoding a machine-
executable program of instructions to perform any
one of the steps of the method of any one of the
claims 8-14.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A system for making a media file from a media pro-
vider (901) available at an end-user (902) connected
to the media provider through a communication net-
work (905), said media file comprising a media file
patch related to at least one object, the system com-
prising:

- an encoding module (941) at the media pro-
vider configured for:

- determining at least one representation
which resembles the media file patch, by
comparing the media file patch with repre-
sentations of said at least one object, each
representation having an identification; and
for
- including at least one identification corre-
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sponding with said at least one representa-
tion in a skeleton file;

- a storage medium (920) storing a dictionary
(930) including the representations of the at
least one object at at least one of the end-user
and an intermediate node (904) between the
media provider and the end-user;
- a decoding module (943) configured for:

- decoding the skeleton file using the at least
one identification for looking up the at least
one corresponding representation in the
dictionary of the storage medium; and for
- rendering the media file patch based on
the looked-up at least one corresponding
representation;

said decoding module being located at at least
one of the end-user and an intermediate node
between the media provider and the end-user.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein each representation
comprises a precaptured sample of the object.

3. The system of claim 1 or 2, wherein

- the encoding module is further configured for:

- computing at least one coefficient corre-
sponding to the determined at least one rep-
resentation; and for
- including said computed at least one co-
efficient in the skeleton file; and

- the decoding module is further configured for:

- rendering the media file patch by approx-
imating the looked-up at least one corre-
sponding representation using said at least
one coefficient from the skeleton file; and

wherein said at least one coefficient comprises
one or more of the following:
- one or more interpolation coefficients;
- one or more extrapolation coefficients; and
- one or more distance coefficients.

4. The system of any of the claims 1-3, wherein each
representation comprises a model of the object as-
sociated with a set of parameters.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein

- the encoding module is further configured for:

- determining at least one parameter for the
model of the object; and for

- including said determined at least one pa-
rameter in the skeleton file; and

- the decoding module is further configured for:

- rendering the media file patch using the
determined at least one parameter from the
skeleton file.

6. The system of any of the previous claims, wherein

- the encoding module is further configured for:

- obtaining a difference between the media
file patch and a representation based on the
determined at least one representation; for
- encoding the obtained difference as a re-
sidual; and for
- including the encoded residual in the skel-
eton file; and

- the decoding module is further configured for:

- rendering the media file patch using the
encoded residual.

7. A media provider apparatus (901) comprising:

- an encoding module (941) configured for:

- determining at least one representation
which resembles a media file patch, by com-
paring the media file patch with representa-
tions of said at least one object, each rep-
resentation having an identification; and for
- including at least one identification corre-
sponding with said at least one determined
representation in a skeleton file; and

- a transmission module (942) configured for:

- transmitting the skeleton file through a
communication network (905) to at least
one of an end-user (902) and an intermedi-
ate node (904) between the media provider
apparatus and the end-user.

8. A method for encoding a media file patch, related to
at least one object, at a media provider (901) and for
transmitting information to at least one of an end-
user (902) and an intermediate node (904) between
the media provider and the end-user, said informa-
tion allowing for the media file patch to be output at
the end-user, said method comprising:

- determining at least one representation which
resembles the media file patch by comparing
the media file with representations of said at
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least one object, each representation having an
identification;
- including at least one identification correspond-
ing with said at least one determined represen-
tation in a skeleton file; and
- transmitting the skeleton file through a com-
munication network (905) to at least one of an
end-user (902) and an intermediate node (904)
between the media provider and the end-user.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein each representation
comprises a precaptured sample of the object.

10. The method of claims 8 or 9, further comprising:

- computing at least one coefficient correspond-
ing to the determined at least one representa-
tion; and
- including said computed at least one coefficient
in the skeleton file;
wherein said at least one coefficient comprises
one or more of the following:
- one or more interpolation coefficients;
- one or more extrapolation coefficients; and
- one or more distance coefficients.

11. The method of any one of the claims 8-10, further
comprising:

- obtaining a difference between the media file
and a representation based on the determined
at least one representation;
- encoding the obtained difference as a residual;
and
- including the encoded residual in the skeleton
file.

12. A method for decoding a skeleton file, said method
comprising:

- receiving at an end-user (902) or at an inter-
mediate node (904) between a media provider
(901) and the end-user a skeleton file including
at least one identification corresponding with at
least one representation of an object;
- storing a dictionary (930) including represen-
tations of the object at at least one of an end-
user (902) and an intermediate node (904) be-
tween a media provider and the end-user;
- decoding the skeleton file using the at least
one identification for looking up the at least one
corresponding representation in the dictionary;
and
- rendering the media file patch based on the at
least one corresponding representation.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the skeleton file
includes a computed at least one coefficient and/or

an encoded residual, further comprising:

- rendering the media file patch by approximat-
ing the looked-up at least one corresponding
representation using the at least one coefficient
from the skeleton file and/or using the encoded
residual.

14. A method for making a media file from a media pro-
vider (901) available at an end-user (902) connected
to the media provider through a communication net-
work (905) comprising the method of any one of
claims 8-11 and the method of any one of claims
12-13.

15. A digital data storage medium encoding a machine-
executable program of instructions to perform any
one of the steps of the method of any one of the
claims 8-14.
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